Hemizygous deletions of chromosome band 16q24 in Wilms tumor: detection by fluorescence in situ hybridization.
Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) for markers on chromosome arm 16q in Wilms tumor has been linked to an increased risk of treatment failure. We therefore postulated that fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with probes from this region might enhance current strategies for identifying high-risk patients at diagnosis. In a blinded comparative pilot study of 19 Wilms tumor samples from 18 patients with favorable histology, FISH and DNA polymorphism analysis yielded concordant results in 14 cases, either retention (n = 6) or loss (n = 8) of chromosome arm 16q markers. Discordant findings in 4 of the 5 remaining cases resulted from detection of LOH, but no loss by FISH. Two of these cases, directly comparable at marker D16S422, appeared to have tumor-specific uniparental disomy, in that 2 copies of D16S422 and the 16 centromere were evident, despite LOH. In 2 other cases, the discrepancies could be explained by LOH confined to loci distal to the D16S422 locus. In the fifth case, FISH detected 2 distinct populations of tumor cells, one characterized by normal diploidy and the other by monosomy 16, whereas DNA polymorphism analysis failed to indicate LOH altogether. Thus, FISH confirmed the presence of allelic loss (hence, the possible location of biologically important tumor suppressor genes) on the distal long arm of chromosome 16 in cases of favorable-histology Wilms tumor, with the advantages of technical simplicity, successful analysis of samples that were otherwise uninformative by analysis of DNA polymorphisms, and the addition of internal controls for chromosomal aneusomy. We suggest that combined analysis of the chromosome 16q region in Wilms tumor by FISH and DNA polymorphism analysis would improve evaluations to identify high-risk patients who might benefit from alternative therapy.